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Effective Video Multicast using SVC  
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Abstract—We provide an effective video multicast framework over TDMA based wireless mesh networks. Heterogeneous user 
demand is considered where each multicast receiver has its own video quality demand. In video multicasting, different relay 
nodes in the same multicast tree may have different transmission rates by utilizing scalable video coding. Considering this 
distinguishing characteristic of video multicasting, the proposed multicast framework provides effective multicast routing, 
scheduling, and rate allocation algorithms. The purpose of the multicast routing and scheduling is to obtain a minimum length 
schedule which satisfies given quality demands of receivers. If the schedule is not feasible even with its minimum length due to 
the limited number of time slots in the network, rate allocation algorithm adjusts the transmission rates of relay nodes to 
generate a feasible schedule. The algorithm is designed to maximize the minimum utility of multicast receivers. Simulation 
results show that the proposed multicast routing and scheduling algorithms outperform existing schemes in terms of schedule 
length. The minimum utility is improved up to 30% by the proposed rate allocation algorithm compared to the existing method. 

Index Terms— heterogeneous demand, video multicast, video rate allocation, wireless mesh network 
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1 INTRODUCTION

ireless mesh network (WMN) is a multi-hop 
network [1], where nodes are characterized by lim-
ited mobility and rechargeable power compared to 

wireless sensor or ad hoc networks. WMNs have recently 
attracted much interest from researchers due to ad-
vantages of economical and easy deployment. However, 
the majority of studies in WMNs have focused on unicast 
rather than multicast communication. Efficient multicast 
study is necessary, however, for video applications and 
other types of contents delivery to multicast members. 

Most research on multicasting in multi-hop wireless 
networks has been conducted in relation to wireless sen-
sor networks, where minimizing energy consumption is a 
critical issue. In particular, studies have focused on how 
to find a multicast route that minimizes energy consump-
tion at relay nodes while also maximizing network life 
time [2-5]. In contrast with the case of sensor networks, 
energy consumption is not a critical issue in WMNs, 
where nodes are easily rechargeable or connected to con-
tinuous power supplies. Rather than energy efficiency, 
effective bandwidth allocation is essential critical consid-
eration in WMNs due to the potential bandwidth re-
quirement of multicast services such as IPTV or video 
conferences. 

In time division multiple access (TDMA) based WMNs, 
such as the IEEE 802.16 mesh protocol [6] and the IEEE 
802.11s mesh deterministic access protocol [7], network 
bandwidth is divided into time slots. In contrast to 

unicast communication where slots are assigned to links, 
slots are assigned to nodes in multicast communication 
because packets transmitted from a sender are received 
by all nodes that are within the transmission range; this is 
referred to as the wireless broadcast advantage (WBA). 
The bandwidth of a node is determined by the number of 
time slots allocated to the node. A slot may be assigned to 
a number of nodes simultaneously as long as they do not 
conflict with each other, an approach known as spatial 
reuse of the spectrum.  

One of the most challenging issues in multicasting 
over TDMA based WMNs is how to find a multicast route 
and how to schedule the transmissions with considera-
tion of the WBA and the spatial reuse. The goal is to ob-
tain a schedule with minimum length which satisfies the 
required demand rates of receivers. Schedule length is the 
required number of time slots to serve given traffic de-
mands. For efficient use of wireless resources the sched-
ule length should not exceed the available number of time 
slots in a given schedule period.  

In addition to the problems of multicast routing and 
scheduling, video multicast using scalable video coding 
(SVC) [8] presents an additional challenging issue of how 
to allocate the transmission rate of each relay node in a 
multicast tree. In general, all relay nodes in a multicast 
tree have the same transmission rates since it is presumed 
that all multicast receivers receive identical data from the 
source. However, video multicast using SVC is different 
from other multicast techniques. A relay node may re-
duce the data size by dropping some portion of the video. 
With SVC, a video stream is encoded at the highest reso-
lution and divided into layers such that each receiver can 
decode the video stream at its preferred rate and resolu-
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tion with a set of layers. The base layer includes the in-
formation required for displaying the minimum quality 
video frames, and additional layers, namely the en-
hancement layers, provide refinements. As the user re-
ceives more enhancement layers, the video quality the 
user experiences accordingly rises. The video streaming 
rate is adapted to the allocated transmission rate of a 
node by sequentially dropping video frames in enhance-
ment layers according to their priorities. 

To motivate our discussion of rate allocation we con-
sider a typical application scenario of watching the same 
video multicast content. In general, the video quality de-
mand of each user depends on his terminal. Those who 
have high-definition displays on their terminals, such as 
desk-tops or notebooks, may demand high resolution and 
fast frame rate. On the other hand, the users with small 
size or low-definition displays, such as smart phones or 
internet enabled portable multimedia players, may be 
satisfied with relatively low resolution or low frame rate. 

An effective rate allocation scheme is thus necessary to 
determine the transmission rate at each relay node in or-
der to satisfy the total required transmission rates for giv-
en demands within a limited number of time slots. More 
specifically, the rate allocation must satisfy the constraint 
that an equal or higher rate should be allocated to a high-
er level node of the tree than lower level children in the 
same path to relay the video frames. In other words, for a 
multicast receiver to receive a video stream at its demand 
rate, all the ancestor nodes in the path should have time 
slots that are at least equal to or higher than the demand 
rate. We call this the descending rate allocation constraint 
(DRAC).  

With these considerations, we present a video mul-
ticast framework using SVC for TDMA based WMNs, 
where receivers have their own video demand quality. 
The goal of the proposed framework is to effectively allo-
cate the limited time slots to maximize the minimum utili-
ty of multicast receivers. Multicast routing and time slot 
scheduling algorithm are considered to obtain a mini-
mum length schedule which satisfies required video qual-
ity demands of receivers. If the length of the resultant 
schedule does not exceed the available number of time 
slots for a given period, the schedule is accepted. Other-
wise, if the schedule is not feasible due to the limited 
number of time slots, the rate allocation algorithm adjusts 
the transmission rate of each relay node to obtain a feasi-
ble schedule. Individual receiver utility is considered 
when the allocated rate does not satisfy the demand rate. 
Transmission rates at relay nodes are adjusted such that 
the minimum receiver utility is maximized. It is shown 
that the multicast routing and scheduling for the mini-
mum schedule length with heterogeneous demands is an 
NP-hard problem. Thus, heuristic algorithms that decide 
the relay nodes and their transmission rates for given 
demands by considering WBA and spatial reuse of the 
spectrum are provided for multicast routing and schedul-
ing. 

For video multicasting we are interested in the con-
struction of a multicast tree which satisfies the heteroge-
neous demand rates of receiver nodes. The tree has to 

minimize the total transmission rates of all relay nodes 
such that the schedule length of time slots is minimized. 

For scheduling and rate allocation, a conflict-free prec-
edence constraints graph (CFPCG) is newly defined by 
extending the concept of a precedence constraints graph 
(PCG) [23]. We also present time slot schedule and rate 
allocation algorithms that run in O |E |  and 
O |E | ∑N , respectively, where |E |  is the 
number of edges in the CFPCG and N  is the number of 
time slots required to transmit the video stream at the 
demand rate of the receiver, m. We show that the pro-
posed schedule and rate allocation algorithms provide 
optimal solutions when the transmission order of two 
conflict relay nodes is given. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we review related works. Section 3 provides the 
system model and a problem statement. An overview of 
the proposed multicast framework is given in Section 4. 
Details of the proposed algorithms are then presented in 
Section 5. Simulation results are provided and compared 
to several existing procedures in Section 6. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 concludes the paper with a summary of the results. 

2 RELATED WORK 
In research on wireless sensor networks, many multicast 
routing schemes in wireless multi-hop networks have 
focused on how to construct a minimum-energy-multicast 
tree (MEM) [2-5]. The MEM problem is to find the mul-
ticast tree that minimizes the total energy required to de-
liver the stream to a given set of subscribers. However, 
energy efficiency is not the major concern of WMNs due 
to the limited mobility and the rechargeable characteristic 
of mesh nodes. 

The majority of multicast routing in multi-hop ad hoc 
networks are based on the ODMRP [9] or MAODV [10] 
protocols. The multicast routes are discovered through 
packet flooding without the topology information.  

In WMNs, however, the multicast routing algorithms 
mostly construct a minimum relay multicast tree (MRMT) 
that minimizes the total resource consumption [11-14]. 
Several works have combined multicast tree construction 
with channel assignment for multi-channel WMNs. The 
authors of [11] showed that the MRMT is an NP-complete 
problem and provided an approximation algorithm. A 
heuristic algorithm is presented in [12] for the MRMT 
problem in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. The prob-
lem of joint multicast routing and channel assignment is 
solved in [13] for multi-channel and multi-radio WMNs. 
Partially overlapping channels are considered in [14] to 
solve a similar problem to that of [13].  

In video multicasting the number of relay nodes is not 
a precise measure of the resource requirement. This is 
mainly due to the heterogeneous user demand and SVC 
coding. The transmission rates and required energy at 
each relay node may be different from one node to anoth-
er. 

Recently, in relation to broadcasting, several studies 
have focused on the minimum latency and presented a 
broadcast tree and time slot scheduling. Minimum broad-
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cast latency in a single-rate wireless ad hoc network is 
considered in [15]. They showed that the problem is NP-
hard and provided a polynomial-time approximation 
algorithm. The same problem in multi-rate wireless mesh 
networks is solved in [16]. A similar problem in multi-
radio, multi-channel, and multi-rate wireless mesh net-
works is handled in [17]. Note that broadcasting is a spe-
cial case of multicasting where all nodes in the network 
are receivers. Therefore, the solution for broadcasting 
does not work effectively in the multicast problem. 

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no re-
ported study on a multicast tree and rate allocation which 
reflect heterogeneous user demand and optimize the utili-
ty of limited time slots in TDMA based WMNs. 

3 SYSTEM MODEL 
In this section, we explain network model and assump-
tions. 

3.1 Network Model 
WMN is modeled using a directed graph	G V, E , where V 
is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each vertex 
in V corresponds to a wireless node and each edge in E 
represents a connected link in the WMN. If node j is with-
in transmission range of node i, there is an edge (i, j) in E. 
We use the fixed power protocol interference model 
(fPrIM) [18], where node i has fixed transmission range 
R i  and fixed interference range R i . For ∀j if ‖j i‖
R i , j is interfered by i when i transmits packets to other 
nodes. 

TDMA is used as the MAC protocol, which is used in 
IEEE 802.16 [6] and 802.11s mesh networks [7]. TDMA 
guarantees bandwidth with scheduled access to wireless 
channels. In TDMA, time is divided into slots of fixed 
duration. Each node is assigned a set of time slots to 
transmit its data packets. In contrast with the unicast 
communication where time slots are allocated to each link, 
time slots in multicast communication are allocated to 
nodes. It is because a set of nodes in the transmission 
range can receive the data simultaneously from a trans-
mitter, which takes the wireless broadcast advantage. The 
transmission rate of node i is determined by  

 
i C,                                 (1) 

 
where N  is the number of time slots allocated to node i, 
N  is the total number of time slots in a schedule period, 
and C is the bit-rate of the wireless link.  

3.2 Assumptions 
Assumptions applied to our problem are as follows. 

Assumption 1 (non-decreasing utility functions). Utility 
is given by a non-decreasing function of user’s achieved 
data rate over demand rate, and has its maximum value 
when the achieved rate is equal to or greater than the de-
mand rate.  

The utility of the allocated rate for a user is different for 
different video contents. It can be measured by some met-

rics such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [19] or 
the mean opinion score [20] according to the video quali-
ty perceived by users. In this paper, we use the achieved 
vs. demand rates for the utility. 

Assumption 2 (contiguous slot allocation). Nodes are 
scheduled once per schedule period (i.e. time slots are 
allocated contiguously) to decrease the overhead of 
TDMA MAC protocols.  

As shown in [21], multiple transmissions in a schedule 
period may degrade the total throughput due to the spac-
ing slots to space-out TDMA transmissions. The contigu-
ous allocation is also required by TDMA standards such 
as 802.16 mesh networks. 

Assumption 3 (a node’s inbound link must be scheduled 
before the node’s outbound link). A node’s inbound link 
has to be scheduled before the outbound links of the node 
for guaranteed end-to-end delays [15] [21].  

If a node’s inbound link does not precede the outbound 
link, it takes several schedule periods for a packet to be 
delivered from the source to the destination, which causes 
considerable end-to-end delay. Fig. 1 shows a simple sce-
nario where underlined node transmits a packet in the 
corresponding time slot. In Fig. 1(a) transmission of a 
packet is completed in one frame while in (b) three differ-
ent frames are required due to the inefficient time slot 
allocation to the three members. With this assumption, 
the maximum end-to-end delay is bounded by the sched-
ule period. Therefore, we need to adjust the schedule pe-
riod such that the total transmission satisfies the delay 
constraint. 

3.3 Problem Statement 
We are interested in constructing multicast tree and time 
slot scheduling for the video delivery to the multicast 
members. Each member has different requirement for the 
video quality. 

Given a disk graph G V, E , a multicast group consists 
of a source node s ∈ V and a set M ⊂ V of multicast mem-
bers. Packets of a video stream are delivered to members 
via a multicast tree T V T , E T , which is an acyclic 
subgraph of G spanning s ∪ M. A member node i has its 
own predetermined video quality demand, . 
The utility of member node i, 	 , is determined by 
a non-decreasing function of 

/ , where  is the 
parent node of i in T.  is determined by N  of 

 
 
 

         
 

(a)                                                (b) 
 

Fig. 1. Scheduling delay: (a) schedule in one frame, (b) schedule in 

different frames. 
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Equation (1).  
Let R be the set of relay nodes in T and i  be 

the first time slot allocated to relay node i. Then, 
i  and N  should satisfy following conditions for 

a valid schedule [15]. 

1) Source node transmits at time zero. 
2) A node can relay packets only after it has received 

the packets from its parent in the multicast tree: If 
node i is a parent of node j in the multicast tree, 
then j i N . 

3) If two nodes i and j conflict with each other, 
j i N  or i
j N . 

4) N N , if N  is parent node of N  in T 

5) max ∈ i N  < N  

Our goal is to find the multicast tree and valid mini-
mum length time slot schedule and rate allocation that 
maximize the minimum utility of all receiver nodes. 

4 SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
As mentioned in Section 1 and 3.3, multicast routing and 
scheduling algorithm will provide minimum length 
schedule that satisfies required video quality demands. 
Since the problem is NP-hard as shown in Theorem 1, we 
propose heuristic algorithms which sequentially solve the 
problem. 

Theorem 1. The problem of multicast routing and minimum 
length scheduling with heterogeneous demand rates is NP-
hard. 

Proof. A special case of our problem is the minimum 
schedule length broadcast routing and scheduling with 
homogeneous demand rate, where all nodes in a net-
work are receivers and have the same demand rate. 
This broadcast routing and scheduling is NP-complete 
[15]. Therefore, our problem is NP-hard. 

The purpose of our multicast routing in this study is to 
construct the multicast tree T which connects multicast 
source s to every receiver node in M. The proposed rout-
ing algorithm focuses its tree construction on minimizing 
the total transmission rates of all relay nodes. Multicast 
scheduling in this study is to minimize the total number 
of time slots required for video delivery to receiver nodes. 
Note that all nodes in the multicast tree relay data packets 
except the leaf nodes. Accordingly, the required transmis-
sion rate at a relay node i, i , is determined by 
the maximum demand rate of its descendant nodes. Thus, 
the number of time slots required for node i, N ,  is de-
termined by 

 

	N , N ,                                 (2) 

 
where ∙  is a ceiling function. 

With given set of relay nodes,  R and 	N , 	for	∀i ∈ R, 
the transmission time slot scheduling algorithm sets 
N N ,  and decides the start time at each relay node. 
The objective is to minimize the schedule length by con-

sidering Conditions 1)-4) in Section 3.3 for valid schedule.  
After multicast routing and time slot allocation, if the 

length of the resultant schedule, max ∈ i N ) 
does not exceed the limited number of time slots given in 
the schedule period (i.e. the schedule satisfies Condition 5 
of Section 3.3), the schedule is implemented. The mini-
mum utility of all receivers has its maximum value. On 
the other hand, if the schedule is not feasible even with its 
minimum length due to the time slot limit, a rate alloca-
tion algorithm adjusts 	N 	for	∀i ∈ R to generate a feasible 
schedule which maximizes the minimum utility. It is 
proved that the proposed rate allocation algorithm gives 
an optimal solution when the transmission order of any 
two conflict nodes is given. 

5 PROPOSED MULTICAST FRAMEWORK  

5.1 Multicast Tree Construction  
We are interested in the construction of multicast tree that 
satisfies the demand rate of each receiver node and also 
minimizes the total transmission rates of all relay nodes 
(MTRMT). NP-hardness of MTRMT construction is pro-
vided in Theorem 2. An efficient heuristic algorithm, Mul-
ticast Tree for Heterogeneous Demand (MT4HD) is inves-
tigated in Table 1. 

Theorem 2. MTRMT construction is an NP-hard problem. 

Proof. MRMT construction problem is a special case of 
MTRMT problem where all multicast receivers have 
homogeneous demand rate. Since MRMT is an NP-
complete problem [11] [22], MTRMT construction is 
NP-hard. 

MT4HD exploits two properties of video multicast 
over WMNs mentioned in Section 1: WBA and DRAC. Fig. 
2 shows the two properties. Thick lines in the figure rep-
resent edges already included into the multicast tree and 
thin lines represent edges not yet included. Underlined 
numbers represent demand rates and other numbers 
show allocated transmission rates ( ). Fig. 2 (a) 
shows the transmission range of node 1. In the figure, if 
edge (1,2) is determined as a part of multicast tree, addi-
tional transmission rate required for edge (2,3) is not 600 
Kbps but 300 Kbps. DRAC in Fig 2 (b) shows that trans-
mission rate of a node should be greater than or equal to 
that of its descendant nodes. In the figure, if node 6 is 
attached to node 4, the total transmission rate of multicast 

(a)                                                   (b) 
 

Fig. 2. Two properties of video multicast in WMNs; (a) WBA, (b) 

DRAC. 
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tree is increased by 500 Kbps. However, if node 6 is at-
tached to node 5, node 3 should transmit video streams at 
500 Kbps to node 5. 

The main idea of MT4HD is to integrate the min-cost 
path from source s to a selected multicast receiver at each 
step by considering the two properties, WBA and DRAC. 
The algorithm is similar to WCTB [10] but it is different 
from WCTB in two aspects: we use 1) different measure 
for edge cost to represent heterogeneous user demand 
and 2) different selection order of multicast receivers.  

Algorithm 1 first initializes (line 1-2) tree structure to 
have only the source as an element, where the source 
node’s transmission rate s  is set to the maxi-
mum demand of multicast receivers. Then, the algorithm 
decides the level of each node by using breadth first 
search (BFS). Nodes are partitioned into levels according 
to their hop counts from the source. BFS is a widely 
known graph search algorithm which visits a node with 
smaller hop count (higher level) first from the root node 
[24]. MT4HD integrates multicast receivers in higher level 
first (line 4). Among receivers in the same level, a node 
with highest demand rate (line 8) is selected first. It is 
because the node with higher rate affects the resultant 
tree cost more.  

After selecting a receiver to integrate, edge costs are 
updated according to the demand (line 9-16). To prevent 
a node from having more than one parent in the tree, the 
cost of an edge heading to the node which already has a 

parent is set to infinity (line 11). In other cases, if a node’s 
transmission rate is higher than the selected receiver’s 
demand, cost of the edge originating from the node is set 
to zero. Otherwise, cost is set to the difference between 
the node’s transmission rate and the receiver’s demand 
rate (line 12-14). With these updated edge costs, the algo-
rithm selects minimum cost path from the source to the 
receiver using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and in-
tegrates the path to the multicast tree (line 17). Then, it 
updates transmission rates of nodes on the path (line 18-
22). This procedure is repeated until all receivers are cov-
ered by the multicast tree. The complexity of the while 
loop is dominated by Dijkstra algorithm which is operat-
ed in O N , where N is the number of nodes in the graph. 
We need to run Dijkstra algorithm as many as the number 
of receivers |M|. Thus, the time complexity of tree con-
struction is O |M| N . 

5.2 Preparation for Scheduling and Rate Allocation 
In this subsection, we investigate several concepts re-
quired for time slot scheduling and rate allocation algo-
rithms. 

A. Conflict Matrix 
In fixed power protocol interference model [18], two 
nodes i and j cannot transmit simultaneously if any recip-
ient of node i is within the interference range of node j 
and vice versa. This relationship can be represented by a 
conflict graph. Fig. 3 shows a multicast tree and its con-
flict graph. In the tree, solid lines represent edges of mul-
ticast tree and dotted lines show interference ranges. Each 
edge in the conflict graph shows the confliction of two 
nodes connected (i.e. two nodes cannot transmit simulta-
neously). Conflict relationship between two nodes is rep-
resented with N×N conflict matrix, where element (i, j) is 
1, if node i and j conflict with each other, or 0 otherwise. 

B. Conflict Free Precedence Constraints Graph (CFPCG) 
Precedence constraints appear in scheduling problems, 
where one or more jobs have to be completed before an-
other job is allowed to start its processing [23]. A PCG is a 
directed graph where the node set contains all jobs. Each 
job has its processing time. A directed edge represents a 

 
 

(a)                                             (b) 
 

Fig. 3. A multicast Tree and corresponding conflict graph: (a) mul-

ticast tree, (b) conflict graph 

TABLE 1. 

ALGORITHM 1: MT4HD 
 

Input:  A network graph G=(V,E), source node s, and 
multicast receivers sorted by the demands M⊆ V 
Output: A multicast Tree T. i 	for	∀i ∈ T 
1: T ← ∅ ∪ s  
2: s ←  
3: Set	a	level	to	each	node	with	BFS 
4: 	l 1; l ; l l 1	  
5:   		S ← node	v|v	belongs	to	level	l 		
6: 				M ← M ∩ S	
7: 				 	M 	not	empty	 	
8: 								m ← argmax ∈ i 	
9: 								 	∀	edge	e i, j ∈ E	 	
10: 												 	j ∈ T	and	i j 	do		
11: 																cost e ← infinite	
12: 												 	 	 m i 0	 		
13: 																cost e ← 0			
14: 												 	 	cost e ← m i 	
15: 												 	 	
16: 								 	 	
17: 								path ←	Dijkstra	 s,	m,	cost 	
18: 								 	∀	node	i ∈ path\m	 	
19: 												 	 i m 	 		
20: 																 i ← m 		
21: 												 	 	
22: 								 	 	
23: 								M ← M m 	
24: 				 	 	
25: 	 	
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precedence constraint that the tail job of the edge should 
be completed before the head job of the edge starts pro-
cessing. Fig. 4 (a) shows an example PCG, where jobs 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 have their processing times 4, 4, 3, 5, and 7, 
respectively. 

The optimal schedule with the precedence constraints 
is determined by a simple algorithm such as Algorithm 
5.3.1 in [23], in which all nodes have their earliest comple-
tion times. Fig. 4 (b) shows the optimal schedule of the 
PCG in Fig. 4 (a). Critical path of a PCG is the path which 
has the largest total processing time of all jobs on the path, 
which is equal to the length of minimum schedule. 

Now, we are going to use the concept of PCG for con-
flict free TDMA scheduling and video rate allocation with 
a given multicast tree. For that purpose, we define a 
CFPCG and its length. 

Definition 1 (CFPCG). If a TDMA schedule adhering to 
the precedence constraints of a PCG is conflict-free, 
then the PCG is a CFPCG. 

Definition 2 (length of a CFPCG). The length of a 
CFPCG is the latest completion time of all nodes in the 
CFPCG, which has the same length as its critical path. 

Lemma 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that a PCG 
is a CFPCG is that two nodes that conflict with each other 
share at least one path of the PCG. 

Proof. ) If two nodes are in the same path of a PCG, any 
schedule adhering to the precedence allocates the two 
nodes at different time section. Thus, if a pair of con-
flicting nodes is on the same path of the PCG, the 
schedule never allocates a time slot to the two nodes 
simultaneously. This produces a conflict free TDMA 
transmission schedule for given nodes.  

) If two nodes that conflict with each other are not 
on the same path of a PCG, a schedule may allocate 
several time slots to both of them. This leads to a con-
flict in the schedule and the PCG is not conflict free.   

Corollary 1 follows the Lemma 1. 

Corollary 1. With the in-bound and out-bound constraint 
(Assumption 3), nodes on a path from a root to a leaf in a 
multicast tree are also on the same path in a corresponding 
CFPCG. 

A number of CFPCGs can be generated from a mul-
ticast tree according to the precedence between two con-
flicting nodes as shown in Fig. 5. The figure shows an 
example multicast tree and two CFPCGs that are generat-
ed from the same tree. The length of CFPCG is directly 

matched to TDMA schedule length. Thus, we need to 
decide the precedence of two conflicting nodes to mini-
mize the length of CFPCG. Note that prioritizing nodes 
for minimum schedule length is an NP-complete problem 
[21]. Therefore, we propose following four to determine 
the precedence of relay nodes. The criteria are used to 
construct a CFPCG in Algorithm 2. 

Criterion 1 (Parent node first). According to Assumption 
3, a parent node in the multicast tree has to precede its 
children.  

Criterion 2 (Max distance to leaf nodes first). For any 
two relay nodes that are not in the parent and children 
relationship, the node with maximum distance to its 
farthest descendant leaf node in the multicast tree has 
to precede the other node. The former is likely to en-
large the schedule length than the later by Corollary 1 
if its scheduling is delayed. 

Criterion 3 (Max number of descendant relays first). For 
any two relay nodes which have the same priority by 
Criterion 1 and 2, the node with more number of de-
scendant relay nodes has to precede the other node. 

Criterion 4 (Max conflict node first). For any two relay 
nodes which have the same priority by the Criterion 1, 
2, and 3, the node with more number of conflict nodes 
has to precede the other node. 

Algorithm 2 in Table 2 starts with the root node and 
adds remaining relay nodes in the order of their prece-
dence to construct a CFPCG. To add node i to the CFPCG, 
the algorithm selects the last node j which conflicts with 
node i. Then, node i is added as a child of node j in the 
CFPCG. Depth first search is used with post-order tra-
versal by recursively calling the procedure add-
NodeToCFPCG. 

Lemma 2. Given precedence of nodes of a multicast tree, Algo-
rithm 2 constructs a CFPCG which provides minimum 
length when an optimal time slot scheduling algorithm is 
applied. 

Proof. Apparently, Algorithm 2 generates two conflict 
nodes on the same path such that one node precedes 
the other. Note that a parent node always conflicts 
with its children and precedes the children in the 
CFPCG. Let pcg-A and pcg-B be two different CFPCGs 
derived from the same multicast tree. pcg-A is gener-
ated by Algorithm 2 and pcg-B by some other proce-
dure. Let i be an arbitrary node in pcg-A. We assume 

 
(a)                                                (b) 

 
Fig. 4. An example PCG (a), and its optimal schedule (b) 

  (a)                                           (b) 
Fig. 5. An example of PCG: (a) a multicast tree, (b) CFPCGs 
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that node i has earlier completion time in pcg-B than in 
pcg-A, and assume an optimal time slot scheduling al-
gorithm is applied. Then there exists at least one par-
ent node of i which has earlier completion time in pcg-
B than in pcg-A. Otherwise, the applied time slot 
scheduling algorithm is not optimal, which is a con-
tradiction. For the same reason, the completion time of 
the source node in pcg_B is earlier than that in pcg_A, 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 

Corollary 2. The schedule produced by the minimum length 
CFPCG generates minimum length conflict free TDMA 
schedule. 

The time complexity of the depth first search is 
θ V E , where V is the number of nodes and E is the 

number of edges of target graph [24]. Algorithm 2 runs 
depth first search as many times as the number of relay 
nodes. Since the graph has at most |E | edges and N  
nodes, Algorithm 2 runs in O N |E | N . 

5.3 Time Slot Scheduling and Rate Allocation 
With the CFPCG constructed by Algorithm 2, we can op-
timally schedule relay nodes in O |E |  with Algorithm 
3. Time slots are assigned to nodes in the order of prece-
dence. At each step, the algorithm selects a node v that 
has highest precedence (line 6) and selects the latest slot 
that is assigned to v’s parents in the CFPCG. Then, it suc-
cessively assigns N  time slots to v (7-12), where N  is set 
to 	N , , which is determined by i  as in Equa-
tion (2). The algorithm finds minimum length TDMA 
schedule with given CFPCG in O |E | . 

Lemma 3. Algorithm 3 finds conflict free minimum length 
TDMA schedule with given CFPCG in | | . 

Proof. In the CFPCG if a node conflicts with other nodes, 
the node always follows its conflicting nodes with 
higher precedence. Thus, in Algorithm 3, the start time 
of a node is determined by the very next time slot of its 
latest parent in the CFPCG. This guarantees conflict 
free time slot allocation between two conflicting nodes. 
Therefore, each node in the CFPCG is assigned to its 
earliest possible time slot. This proves the minimum 
length of resultant schedule. Algorithm 3 visits all 
nodes in the CFPCG and checks its parent nodes. This 
has the complexity of O |E | . 

Algorithm 3 may not produce a schedule length that 
satisfies the schedule period, if too many slots are re-
quired to support requested demands. In this case, time 
slots assigned to relay nodes should be adjusted for feasi-
ble schedule length. The objective of the rate adjustment 
is to maximize the minimum utility of multicast receivers. 
Algorithm 4 generates an optimal max-min utility time 
slot allocation with given CFPCG. At each step, Algo-
rithm 4 selects the receiver with the minimum utility and 
allocates a time slot to all parent nodes in the path to the 
source to improve the utility. This process is repeated to 
maximize the minimum utility within the limited time 
slots. This simple rate allocation algorithm provides an 
optimal solution to the max-min utility problem for given 
CFPCG. 

Lemma 4. Algorithm 4 gives an optimal solution to the max-
min utility problem for given CFPCG.  

Proof. See the Appendix A.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 4 gives an optimal solution for the 
max-min utility problem when the transmission order of any 
two conflict nodes is given.  

Proof. Followed by Lemma 2 and Lemma 4

The complexity of Algorithm 4 is dominated by the 
while loop in lines 5 to22. In the while loop, line 17 which 
calls Algorithm 3 dominates the complexity. Therefore, 
the complexity of Algorithm 4 is O |E | ∑N  since 
the while loop in the worst case is repeated until all re-
ceivers’ utilities are satisfied. 

TABLE 2. 

ALGORITHM 2: MINIMUM LENGTH CFPCG 

 

Input:  A multicast tree T, ordered relay node set V’ of 
the tree 
Output: a CFPCG of the multicast tree 
1: r ← root T 	
2: CFPCG ← r 	
3: 	V′\r ∅	do	
4: 				v ← extract	the	highest	pritority	node	in	V′\r	
5: 				 	∀u ∈ V CFPCG 	 	
6: 								 u ← false	
7: 								 u ← false	
8: 				 	 	
9: 				addNodeToCFPCG	 r, u, 0 	
10: 	 	
11: bool	procedure	addNodeToCFPCG	 node	r,	node	v,	int	

startLevel 	
12: 				 r ← true	
13: 				 ← false	
14: 				 	∀u ∈ child	node	set	of	r	in	CFPCG	 	
15: 								 	 u true	 	
16: 												 	 u true	 		
17: 																 ← u 	
18: 												 	 		
19: 												continue	
20: 								 	 	
21: 								if	addNodeToCFPCG u, v true	do	
22: 												 ← true		
23: 												returnValue u 	 	true	
24: 								end	if	
25: 				 	 	
26: 				 	 false	and	CM r, v true	 	
27: 								CFPCG ← CFPCG ∪ v 	
28: 								add	v	to	r s	CFPCG	child	node	set	
29: 								set	r	to	v’s	parent	node 
30: 								 u true 
31: 								return true 
32:     	  
33:     u false 
34:     return false 
35: 	  
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5.4 Schedule Overlapping 
In the case of periodic scheduling where the same sched-
ule is repeated periodically over time, two consecutive 
schedule periods can be overlapped as long as transmis-
sions in the two periods do not conflict with each other. 
Fig. 6 shows a simple example of this overlapping, where 
multicast tree forms a single path from node 1 (source) to 
node 6 (receiver). Assume all relay nodes have the same 
transmission rates. Minimum length schedule in this case 
is to allocate time slots from node 1 to node 5 in consecu-
tive order without overlapped slots. Schedule period is 
the same as SP  in Fig. 6 (b). However, we can schedule  
node 1 and 5 in the same time slot since the two nodes do 
not conflict. The schedule period becomes SP . Thus, 
the number of time slots in the schedule period, N , can 
be reduced and i  can be increased by (1) for	∀i ∈
R.  

Considering two conflicting relay nodes i and j such 
that i j , the necessary and suffi-
cient condition that the overlapped schedule is feasible is 
as follows [16, 19]. 

 
j N i N               (3) 

 
To get the minimum N  which maximizes throughput, 

we extend the CFPCG to periodic scheduling, CFPCG-EX. 
It is by reproducing relay nodes and attaching them to the 
CFPCG of original nodes in the order of their precedence 
with Algorithm 2.  

By applying Algorithm 3 to CFPCG-EX, minimum N  
can be obtained as max ∈ i′ i , 
where i' is a replica node of i.  

Lemma 5. The minimum schedule period of CFPCG-EX is 
∈ ′ . 

Proof. Algorithm 2 attaches replica nodes after the last 
conflicting nodes of each path in the original CFPCG. 
It can be proved in the same way as Lemma 2 that each 

replica node has its earliest start time in resultant 
CFPCG-EX. If the schedule length is equal to or greater 
than max ∈ i start i , two conflict-
ing relay nodes i and j, such that i

j , do not conflict because  

 
j N  
i  
i i i  
i N   

 

TABLE 3.  

ALGORITHM 3: OPTIMAL TIME SLOT ALLOCATION WITH A 
CFPCG 

 

Input:		A	CFPCG V,E ,	ordered	node	set	V’	of	the	CFPCG	
Output:	the	schedule	for	all	relay	nodes	 i.e.	the	start	and	
end	times	of	each	relay	node 	
1: for	∀v ∈ V′	do	
2: 				 v 1	
3: 				 v 1	
4: end	for	
5: while	V′ ∅	do	
6: 				v← extract	the	highest	precedence	node	in	V′	
7: 				for	∀u ∈ v s	parent	node	set	in	CFPCG	do	
8: 								if	 u v 	do	
9: 											 v ← u 1	
10: 								end	if	
11: 				end	for	
12: 				 v ← v N 1	
13:     V ← V v  
14: 	 	

(a) 
 
 

(b) 
Fig. 6. Schedule overlapping: (a) a simple multicast tree, (b) sched-

ule overlapping 

 

TABLE 4. 

ALGORITHM 4: OPTIMAL RATE ALLOCATION  
WITH A CFPCG 

Input:  A multicast tree T, a CFPCG for the T 
Output: Max-Min utility time slot allocation A (a vector 
that contains the start time slot and end time slot of each 
relay node’s transmission) 
1: 	∀v ∈ V T \leaf	node	  
2:     N ← 0 
3: 	  
4: M ← multicast	receivers 
5: 	true do 
6:     i ← find	the	minimum	utility	node	in	M 
7:     i 	the	utility	of	i 	 	 	 
8:          
9:     	  
10:     v ← i's parent in T 
11:     N ← N 1 
12:     	∀u ∈ a	set	of	v s	ancestor	in	T	  
13:         	N N 	  
14:             N ← N  
15:         	  
16:     	  
17:     A’ ← slot allocation with the updates through Algo

rithm 3. 
18:     i 	schedule	length	of	A′ N 	  
19:         A ← A′ 
20:     else do break 
21:      
22:  
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and this satisfies (3).  
Suppose that there is a shorter schedule than 

max ∈ i′ i . Then, node  
k ′ argmax ∈ i′ i  does not 
satisfy (3) because it conflicts with one of its precedent 
nodes in the CFPCG-EX. This completes the proof.  

5.5 Complexity of overall procedure 
Since Algorithm 1-4 are executed sequentially, the com-
plexity of overall scheme can be obtained by considering 
the four algorithms. The complexities of Algorithm 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are O |M| N , O N |E | N , O |E | , 
and O |E | ∑N , respectively. Note that N  can be 
replaced by N because 	N N. Thus, the complexity of 
overall procedure is O |M| N |E | ∑N . 

5.6 Discussion on the varying user demands 
Even if the demand rate of a user changes, if the demand 
rates of all users are satisfied, the change can be reflected 
by reallocating time slots without tree reconstruction. 
However, if the total demand rate is not satisfied, the tree 
construction, time slot schedule, and rate allocation algo-
rithms are executed again to get the max-min utility with 
changed demand. Computational burden of related algo-
rithms is discussed in Section 6.3 with Table 5. 

Recall that MT4HD selects receivers in the order of hop 
counts from the source. Since the change of data rate of a 
receiver does not change its hop count, the tree structure 
of nodes in higher level than the receiver does not change. 
The multicast tree is changed only when the structure has 
nodes that are in the same level or lower than the receiver 
node. 
 

6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed 
video multicast procedures. All computational results are 
obtained on a 3GHz Pentium 4 processor with 2GB sys-
tem memory. We first compare proposed tree construc-
tion algorithm (MT4HD) with the Wireless Closest Ter-
minal Branching (WCTB) [12] and the modified version of 
the WCTB. Note that WCTB integrates paths from a 

source to receivers such that a minimum cost path from a 
receiver to the source is considered at each step until all 
receivers are included in the tree. To reduce the hop-
count of WCTB, a modified version WCTB-M is consid-
ered to integrate higher level receivers first to the mul-
ticast tree. We also compare our proposed scheduling 
procedure CFPCG (Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3) with 
the scheduling algorithm in [15] which we call RAS by 
taking the initials of the authors’ first names. 

In the simulation, user demands are uniformly distrib-
uted over 100Kbps and 1900 Kbps with 100 Kbps as a unit. 
The number of time slots is set to 100 within the delay 
constraint. The bit-rate on a wireless link is set to 5 Mbps. 
The transmission range of the wireless node is set to 200 
m and the interference range to 340m. We use the geo-
metric mean of 100 randomly generated network topolo-
gies. A sigmoidal-like utility function which is widely 
used in multimedia service is applied as follows [26]. 

 

 U x
1,																				if	r d 				

,			otherwise               (4) 

 
where r  and d  respectively are achieved and demand 
rate of user i. a  and b  are shape parameters such that 
a 0	and	0 b 1. a  and b  respectively determine the 
convergence speed and inflection point of the function. 
We set a 30d /d  and b 1 0.5d /d , where 
d  is the rate for maximum quality of the video. The 
higher the demand rate, the slower the convergence 
speed and the smaller the inflection point. The utility has 
its minimum value 0 and maximum value 1. 

In Section 6.1, following four combinations are consid-
ered for the scheduling length and minimum utility over 
5x5 and 7x7 networks; MT4HD+CFPCG, MT4HD+RAS, 
WCTB+CFPCG, and WCTB+RAS. In Section 6.2, we ex-
amine the effect of heterogeneous demands by varying 
the variance of requested demands. In Section 6.3, the 
adaptive rate allocation is considered to support the het-
erogeneous user demand. Finally, the effect of overlapped 
scheduling is investigated in Section 6.4 and the perfor-
mance of overall procedure in Section 6.5. 

6.1 Schedule length and utility 
In this section, we examine the performance of the pro-
posed MT4HD and CFPCG. Fig. 7 shows the schedule 
length. MT4HD improves the schedule length up to 100% 
and 25% when compared to WCTB and WCTB-M, respec-
tively. The bad performance of WCTB is due to the large 
hop-count especially in large size networks. The differ-
ence between CFPCG and RAS is not remarkable in small 
size networks. However, as the network size increases, 
the performance gap exceeds 20%.  

Results for the minimum utility are obtained as in Fig 8. 
MT4HD outperforms WCTB and WCTB-M up to 80% and 
20%, respectively. CFPCG shows 23% higher minimum 
utility than RAS when the number of receiver nodes in-
creases. 

6.2 Schedule length vs. heterogeneous demands 
The effect of heterogeneous demands on the schedule 

TABLE 5.  

COMPUTING TIME OF PROPOSED SCHEMES  
IN 5X5 AND 7X7 NETWORK 

Receiver 
ratio 

Algorithm 1 
(MT4HD) 

Algorithm 2+3 
(CFPCG+Scheduling) 

Algorithm 4
(ARA) 

 5x5 7x7 5x5 7x7 5x5 7x7

0.1 1	ms 4	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
0.2 1	ms 6	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 

0.3 1	ms 9	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 

0.4 1	ms 17	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
0.5 1	ms 21	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
0.6 1	ms 40	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 

0.7 4	ms 42	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 

0.8 	5	ms 	47	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
0.9 8	ms 51	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
1.0 12	ms 64	ms ≪ 1	ms ≪ 1ms 
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length is studied. The ratio of the number of multicast 
receivers over total number of network nodes is fixed to 
0.6. The maximum and minimum demands are given as 
follows. 

 
Max_demand = 1000 + 100h 
Min_demand = 1000 - 100h 
 

Fig. 9 shows the result with 7x7 network. As shown in the 
figure, as the demand heterogeneity increases the sched-
ule length gets larger. This is largely due to the descend-
ing rate allocation constraint (DRAC). If a high demand 
node is in the low level of the multicast tree, relay nodes 
on the path should transmit the large amount of video 
frames regardless of the demands of the intermediate 
nodes. Thus, the increase of the number of high demand 
nodes affects the schedule length more than the increase 
of the low demand nodes. Fig 9 also shows that the pro-
posed procedures perform the best especially when the 
demand heterogeneity increases.  

6.3 Effect of adaptive rate allocation 
The adaptive rate allocation (ARA) is experimented with 
Algorithm 3 to support heterogeneous user demands. The 
proposed rate allocation algorithm is compared with the 
algorithm which allocates identical rates (IRA) to all relay 
nodes. Fig. 10 shows the change of utility for different 
number of multicast receivers in 7x7 network with 
MT4HD+CFPCG. The ARA performs much better than 
IRA for all ranges of receiver ratios. In the best case, the 
increase of minimum utility by ARA is more than 30% of 
the utility by IRA.  
Table 5 shows the computing times required by each 

proposed algorithm for various multicast receiver ratio. 
From the table it is clear that the overhead for the rate 
allocation is far less than the tree construction algorithm. 

MT4HD requires most of the computing times while oth-
er procedures run within 1ms. Thus, multicast tree con-
struction is the main overhead of the proposed approach 
when user demand rates change with time for the adap-
tive rate allocation. 

6.4 Effect of schedule overlapping 
The performance improvement by the schedule overlap-
ping is examined with MT4HD+CFPCG in 7x7 network. 
As shown in Fig. 11, the overlapped schedule enhances 
the minimum utility when the number of receivers is 
small. However, the increase of utility deteriorates as the 
number of receiver increases. Large number of receivers 
makes the scheduling algorithm fully utilize the property 
of spatial reuse. Thus, the chance for the overlapped 
schedules reduces. 

6.5 Performance of overall procedure 
The performance of the overall procedure is discussed 
with 7x7 network. The combined performance of pro-
posed MT4HD, CFPCG, ARA, and schedule overlapping 
is compared to the performance of, WCTB + RAS + IRA 
and WCTB-M + RAS + IRA. Fig 12 shows that the mini-
mum utility of the overall proposed scheme is much 
higher than the combination of previous schemes espe-
cially as the number of receiver nodes increases. When all 
nodes in the network are receivers, the minimum utility 
of the proposed procedure is approximately 0.7~0.8 while 
that of the previous scheme is close to zero. 

 

7 CONCLUSION 
An effective video multicast framework is developed for 
streaming services using SVC in TDMA based wireless 
mesh networks. Considering the characteristic of video 
multicasting that different relay nodes in the same mul-

 
 (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8. Minimum utility over various numbers of multicast receivers: 

(a) 5x5 and (b) 7x7. 

 

 
 (a)  

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. Schedule length over various numbers of multicast receivers:

(a) 5x5 and (b) 7x7. 
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ticast tree may have different transmission rates by utiliz-
ing scalable video coding, we propose effective multicast 
routing, scheduling, and rate allocation algorithms. The 
purpose of our multicast routing and scheduling is to 
obtain a minimum length time slot schedule which satis-
fies heterogeneous user demands.  
It is shown that minimum schedule length multicast 

routing and scheduling is NP-hard. Accordingly, a mul-
ticast tree construction algorithm, MT4HD is provided 
based on the hop count and demand rate by employing 
the decreasing rate allocation constraint (DRAC). The 
scheduling algorithm is based on the conflict free prece-
dence constraints graph (CFPCG). When the time slot 
allocation algorithm is applied to the graph, the CFPCG 
provides minimum length schedule with earliest trans-
mission completion time of all relay nodes. When the 
schedule is not feasible due to the limited number of time 
slots, transmission rates of relay nodes are adjusted by the 
proposed rate allocation algorithm to produce a feasible 
schedule. It maximizes the minimum utility of multicast 
receivers. It is shown that the rate allocation gives an op-
timal solution for the max-min problem when relay node 
precedence is given. 
Simulation results show that MT4HD performs much 

better than existing procedures. The schedule length is 
reduced by more than 25%. The proposed time slot 
scheduling algorithm also outperforms RAS when the 
number of receiver nodes increases. Finally, the adaptive 
rate allocation scheme is shown to be effective. It im-
proves the minimum utility by up to 30% compared to 
the algorithm with identical transmission rates. Computa-
tional results also show that the multicast tree construc-
tion is the main overhead of the proposed framework. 
The adaptive rate allocation scheme can be effectively 

implemented when user demand rates change with time. 
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